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Abstract. To tackle problems such as isolated data islands in tourism as so 
much assorted data should be processed, it is constructed a platform that can 
share data and information of tourism resources. XML and Web Services are 
getting more and more attentions in many fields such as enterprise, e-
govemment and so on as their great expressive ability in data and services. In 
this paper, the integrated tourism data processing platform based on XML and 
Web Services is described. Compared with others, it is efficient as semi-
structured data description is convenient and simple for data processing, 
sharing and exchanging. Then, a case study is described to illustrate how the 
integration mechanism can be applied in practice. At last, some open issues 
and future work are discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Tourism is a mushroom industry today, but how to use tourism resources reasonably 
and efficiently to develop tourism industry in a more profitable way; and increase the 
ratio of tourism resources usage [1] are the key problems confront us. The degree of 
using information technology in many enterprises is not high, and some one are only 
portal web site of their company, lacking of basic business service such as 
transaction processing system, management information system, not to mention 
decision support system. One reason is that the information platform is designed on 
independent planning and isolated implementation mode, there existing much 
differences in data format, data storage and system platform between so many 
departments, and it may be very difficult to implement data sharing and exchanging 
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with each other for so much assorted legacy systems with people's not inclination to 
change them. 

With this situation, it is very important to develop an open application platform 
for data exchanging and collaborative application across several business domains. 
This schema is not an application infrastructure which is only used for present data 
integration and sharing, and it is an integration standards and solutions for data 
exchanging which are compatible for all relative tourism organizations. Any 
application, if its application schema is based on the normalizations, which have 
been designed for all entities such as enterprise, government or travel agency, it may 
need only some degree of alternation of existing application for applying into the 
whole collaborative system, which could share information and exchange data 
resources. 

Web Service that is based on SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) represents 
the future application direction of distributed computing technology. Combined with 
XML, Web service consists of so many distinguishing features such as operating 
system independent, high efficiency and convenience in use, and the ability of 
communications across platform and firewall [2-4]. 

Under this computing environment, all resources published in standard 
description language are distributed, and it is a real collaborative platform with the 
advantages of platform independent. And this paper is under the research about 
collaborative environment based on XML and Web Service. 

The outline of tourism resources integration could be drawn as following: the 
infrastructure of collaborative work based on Web Service technology is presented 
first; then the ontology of tourism information resources based on main techniques 
and standards such as SOAP, XML, UDDI, WSDL and WSLF is described [5-7]; on 
the basis of these, tourism information resources are integrated, and the standards of 
various tourism resources are given. At last, it will be realized the goal of unified 
standards, united construction, information complementation and data shares. 

On the research of Web Service and workflow [8-10], they are integrated into 
applications in tourism seamlessly. As the undividable part of web service 
infrastructure, XML is integrated into the web service collaborative workflow and 
supplying information service for the whole collaborative platform. Therefore, it 
completes the data sharing and information exchange of tourism information 
resources; accelerates the development of information intelligent island, and realizes 
the agility, standardization and normalization of information service. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will give background 
information about tourism information resources sharing and exchanging. In section 
3 we will describe how tourism information resources can be integrated based on 
XML and Web Service. Section 4 will give a case study, which illustrates how the 
integration mechanism can be applied in practice. Finally, in Section 5 we will 
discuss some open issues and future work, and conclude the paper. 
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2 Background 

There is a need for tourism resources web services based on xml when applying 
search about a travel scenario to get the tourism information such as air, spot, hotel 
etc and save it to local database for private use. In fact, it is not easy to complete this 
task as all the information given about the research may be described in some 
different way, and it is not convenient to process for local use. For example, if search 
"hotel", "jiuzhaigou", "phone", the information found may be expressed in some 
different way and format. Some provides the zone code such as "0837-7734xxx", 
and some other may not provide it as "7734xxx". On the other way, this information 
is described in web page as a text format that is not structured and not convenient for 
local use such as saving and processing. In addition to this, the same data may be 
drawn in several methods. For example, phone may be given as "phone" or 
"telephone" and this will bring misuse and promiscuous. If all hotels present their 
information in standard way, e.g. phone use telephone to present the number by a 
web service and all the information is shown in a structure way such as XML, it will 
be simple and easy for using and processing. 

Lara mentions web services oriented specifications such as DAML-S, OWL-S 
and industry web services standards such as WSFL, BPEL4WS, and BPML [11]. 
Singh [12] discusses the workflow composition of services as a community of 
services providing using shared information in a convenient way. Paper [13] gives 
UDDI registry that can be used in Hotel Reservation registering their offerings as 
web services. It is investigated that integrating web service using the basic workflow 
patterns as defined by van der Aalst [14]. On-line businesses are beginning to adopt a 
developmental paradigm where high-level component-based services and semantic 
web services [15] are becoming sufficiently modular and autonomous to be capable 
of fulfilling the requirements of other businesses. In paper [16], it is described that 
Input/Output Messages of multiple services should be transformed into independent 
ontology, and then consensus ontology is used to help integrate these messages. This 
consensus ontology is decomposed into the ValueNames. Thus services incorporate 
the integrated knowledge that may be used by other entity. Zeng [17] conducts 
research that uses Unified Modeling Language (UML) state charts and agent-
oriented methods for declarative peer-to-peer service composition that is useful for 
web services to be integrated into a composite one providing a imified service. 

Later in this paper we will show how can integrate heterogeneous legacy system 
into a standard one in data format and to be easy for information communication and 
exchange. 

3 Tourism information resources integration based on XML and 
Web Service 

As the key technology for multi-point data exchange based on Internet, XML is very 
suitable to interchange business data across many sorts of enterprises/applications. 
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Some companies such as IBM, Microsoft, and DevelopMentor etc collaboratively 
constituted Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) specifications. SOAP is based on 
XML and maintains the openness and extensibility of description. It used application 
protocols based TCP/IP such as HTTP, SMTP, IMAP4 and POPS etc, and be 
compatible with present communication infi-astructure. 

As Web protocols are standard, the language to be used for program and the 
platform the web service is running on are not important. Using HTTP protocols to 
communicate applications can across firewall without affecting it in low degree. It 
also provides the interactive communications with other services over network. 

XML is discovered to be excellent and much suitable for B2B appHcations. B2B 
e-conmierce depends on fi*equent exchanging of business information between many 
enterprises, and it flows smoothly between various enterprise applications. And 
completely developed B2B e-information flow can reduce greatly the degree of 
human working. In addition to this, it can improve the efficiency of transactions and 
obtains more business opportunities for enterprises. 

Data exchange center is fully based on Web Service and. SOAP as the basis of 
secure communication, XML as the technology of data exchange across platforms, 
.net as the technology of application realization across platforms, and set up the data 
share standards for each level of tourism applications. 

XM Cbt a I nt egr at i on 
(Standard XM In fo r r ra t ion 

[^sources Share) 

XM. Cbta 
r ansf or nBt i on^ 

Ai r, Spot, Taxi , Travel 
Bureau etc Legacy ^ s t e m 

Fig. L Travel information resources data integration by XML 
Fig 1 shows the diagram of tourism information sharing flows. The system 

consists of the follows. Service provider presents their services in Internet that can be 
searched by customers. When a user selects the service, his or her requests will be 
sent in XML format by SOAP to the service provider. And this service and client*s 
request are described in standard xml format. As provider may use his own legacy 
system which service is drawn in private ontology that is not compatible with 
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standard xml format. Therefore, the request expressed in standard xml format will be 
translated into local xml format by xml-mapping. 
Then, the service provider application executes the query by customer's demands 
that are now given in local xml format. When this completed, the result of query is 
presented in local xml format. If it is prompted to customer, he or she may not 
recognize it cause of different xml format contained different ontology. Thus, the 
request should be translated into standard xml format by xml-mapping again. The 
resuh of query that meets customer's demands will be responded to customer in 
standard xml format by SOAP, and formatted in XSLT to be in standard display 
format. As in standard xml format, the user can understand the information easily 
and convenient for his/her use. 

When the user gets the information in standard xml format, and he/she can store 
the query result in his or her private xml format for future use. As the result is in 
standard xml format, it should be translated into the customer's local xml format by 
xml-mapping. Thus, it is compatible with the user's legacy system. 

It consists of the following parts: 

- WebServiceslO 
Inputs: xml request based on standard request xml schema; 

Outputs: xml response based on standard response xml schema; 

- WebApplicationlQ 
Inputs: user input information, 

Process: invocating the corresponding web service, and get the show 
information to be displayed 

Outputs: shows request response information. 

The data flow is as follows: 

Customer's request is in: 

XML request document and schema based on Standard schema; 

After strand->local XML-Mapping, it is shown in: 

XML request document and schema based on Local schema 

Carrying out query and finished, the result will be described in: 

XML response document and schema based on Local schema 

After local-standard XML-Mapping, it is shown in: 

XML response document and schema based on standard schema 

- WindowsAppHcation2 
Inputs: XML response document and schema based on standard schema 
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Process: transfer the document to be xml document based on local schema, and 
write to local database; 

Outputs: xml document based on local schema 

The information exchange and share center is based on XML and Web service as 
their semi-structured data expressive ability and convenient way in usage. And their 
ubiquitous services bring more and more organizations to join to this platform. On 
the basis of it, one-more, more-one and more-more sharing mode takes effect. It will 
be widely used in tourism for its service platform that integrates tourism data and 
tourism services which as shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2, the travel information resources share platform integrates information of 
hotel, airlines, travel agency, taxi, traveler, spot and travel bureau together and 
implements the data sharing and information exchanges. It is the tourism data 
sharing and exchanging center. Information provided by any entity (e.g. a Hotel) can 
be used in horizontal industrial networks (other hotels) or vertical industrial networks 
(travel bureau, airlines, travel agency, traveler etc). 

Hotel 

Tr avel 
Bureau 

Ai r l i nes 

Fig. 2. Travel information resources share platform 
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4 Example scenario 

We develop an application system shown in Fig. 3. Customers visit the hotel web 
service page and send their request. The request is formatted in xml standard 
document and schema. Before sending to the backgroxmd web application 1 for 
performing the request, it can be prompted to customer in XSLT for confirming his 
or her request. Then the web appHcationl will do xml-mapping translating request 
xml document in standard xml schema to request xml document in local xml schema; 
performing the customer's request - querying the provider's database to get the 
response document expressed in local response xml schema; and do second xml-
mapping translating response xml document in local xml schema to response xml 
document in standard xml schema. 

The web application 1 (Containing web service appHcation) will send response 
xml document to the customer and displayed by XSLT. The customer can do xml-
mapping translating response xml document in standard xml schema to response xml 
document in his/her local xml schema, and saves it to customer's database for future 
use. 

X M 
fvbppi ng 

XM. 
\Nfeppi n g / 

r^Rsquest docurTBnt i n \ ^ /Raguesl docurrent 
ik standard xrrt Scherm 7 " V local xni Schema 

Fig. 3. Tourism resources integration based on XML and Web Service 

5 Conclusions 

As tourism is developing in mushroom way, it grows up accompanying multi-
assorted data such as air, hotel, taxi, and so on. In order to use these information 
resources, an integration platform based on xml and web service is constructed with 
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the aid of MS Visual Studio .net. Compared with others, it realizes information 
sharing and exchanging, and be convenient to be used. At the future research, we 
focus on the integration mode with the adaptive workflow to cooperate with all 
relative tourism organizations such as hotel, air, and scene spot for data sharing and 
information exchanging. In addition to these, it may be another valuable research 
direction tourism information change management. 
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